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Abstract. The acceptance of speech applications is still very low in Germany. 
The German market of speech industry identified this problem and makes an ef-
fort to improve the quality of speech applications, which should lead to higher 
user acceptance. To ensure higher quality standards, a reference model has been 
developed with special regard to the needs of interactive voice response systems 
(IVR). This model includes instructions to improve the process quality of the 
development process as well as methods, measurements and quality criteria to 
evaluate the product quality. Furthermore, the presented reference model differ-
entiates between eight application types of IVR and describes which methods, 
measurements and quality criteria are especially important for each application 
type. 
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1   Introduction 

Speech dialogue systems are struggling with user acceptance. While interaction with 
mouse and keyboard has reached absolute standard usage, the potential of speech 
interaction is not adequately exploited yet. A survey made in Germany 2006, called 
“Acceptance of Speech Application” (German orig. “Akzeptanz von Sprachapplika-
tionen”) [1], shows that the publicity of speech applications is continually increasing 
in Germany (70% of interviewees said 2006, they know speech applications, com-
pared to only 54% in 2003), however the user satisfaction has not risen. 

Counterpart to these findings is the continual improvement in the technology for 
interactive voice response systems and long term predictions that advantages of 
speech control will be more appreciated [2]. 

Regarding the difference between user acceptance and potential (e.g. usage while 
being on the move or benefit for visual impaired people who have problems with 
graphical user interfaces) we assume that quality control and management is not ma-
ture yet within the speech application industry. We believe that an improvement of 
quality assurance would systematically optimize interactive voice response systems 
and would improve product image, user experience and call frequency of speech ap-
plications. After research, we recognized that there are several solutions for quality 
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assurance within the areas of software management [3][4], classical engineering and 
usability engineering [5][6]. Additionally there are first solutions for evaluating 
speech applications [7][8] and guidelines to improve the usability of speech applica-
tions [9]. But there is a lack of knowledge regarding the systematic improvement in 
quality of speech applications within an adequate reference model. There are ambi-
tions of the German Initiative Voice Business with their yearly congress Voice Days 
and their Voice Award which is awarded to best German-based speech application 
[10]. Although the used method of testing is a solid basis for quality measurement, it 
is not usable within development projects as a model for continuously controlling and 
optimising the quality of speech applications. 

2   Intention 

For the reasons mentioned above, we aimed to find a suitable approach for measuring 
and improving the quality of speech applications. We realized quickly that a holistic 
approach to improve the dialogue and the user experience of interactive voice re-
sponse systems is needed. Different factors within the development of speech applica-
tions are affecting the quality of the IVR and they are dependent on each other. 
Within this paper we describe a new holistic reference model for quality assurance of 
speech applications. The model has been developed at Fraunhofer Institute for Indus-
trial Engineering (IAO) Germany in cooperation with the Initiative Voice Business 
(IVB) and with exchange of 36 experts within the German speech application market. 
Additionally, the efforts made were supposed to encourage the voice industry on the 
German-speaking market and to find solutions which are industry-orientated and easy 
to transfer to concrete projects. The work is supposed to sharpen the public awareness 
of the subject of quality in speech applications and to show possibilities of improving 
the quality.  

3   Description of Reference Model 

First, we adopted a common approach within the software development, the differen-
tiation between product quality and process quality [4]. Product quality refers to the 
product itself, in this case the IVR. Process quality in contrast refers to rules, strate-
gies and requirements of the development process. Securing a high-quality process 
doesn’t assure a high quality of the end product but chances are very good, that it is 
highly qualitative. Therefore in this holistic model, actions are described to monitor 
the process development as well as to continuously evaluate the product quality.  

For the product quality, we identified ten quality criteria explicitly for speech ap-
plications [11]. These ten criteria describe a good speech application in a holistic way 
so that criteria are defined within the areas voice user interface and usability as well 
as strategy and business logic, dialogue platform and integration and speech technol-
ogy and linguistics. But the quality criteria are not assigned precisely to one specific 
area and can affect several. 
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Fig. 1. Overview of the Presented Reference Model with Components and their Dependencies 

The ten quality criteria can be evaluated with the help of measurements. In total, 
there are 34 measurements defined to the special needs of IVRs, like e.g. caller fre-
quency or no match rates. Accordant to the quality criteria, the measurements are 
defined for the four different areas and do not have to be assigned to only one area. 
The measurements are used to supply concrete values, which can be used for com-
parison, either between different speech applications or different versions/ develop-
ment stages of one application. 

With the help of methods, the described measurements can be performed to achieve 
concrete values. In total, there have been 23 methods identified with special regard to 
speech applications, like load test, wizard of oz test and expert evaluation. 

The methods are important elements within the reference model for the process 
quality. They are assigned to different steps of the process, which are differentiated 
between project preparation and analysis, concept and design, implementation, inte-
gration and bringing into service and operation. Methods and measurements are 
supposed to be used in an iterative process to control and achieve good performance. 
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Furthermore, quality criteria, measurements and methods have different weight for 
different application types. Therefore eight different application types have been 
identified [12] with partly very different priorities for criteria, measurements and 
methods. In the first step, when using the reference model, it has to be identified 
which of the defined application types is going to be implemented. Subsequently, 
important quality criteria can be looked up and then, which measurements are mean-
ingful for the particular criteria. After that, it can be looked up, which methods are 
usable in order to get results for the measurements. 

3.1   Quality Criteria 

Within the introduced reference model ten quality criteria are defined to show what 
applications have to achieve to be considered as a good IVR. They are described with 
regard to the holistic approach of the reference model and cover the four mentioned 
predefined themes voice user interface and usability, strategy and business logic, 
dialogue platform and integration and speech technology and linguistics. With the aid 
of measurements, data can be collected to check whether the quality criteria are 
achieved. Following the ten quality criteria are listed:  

Appropriate Functionality Coverage and Content Offering: A speech application is 
good, if an added value is created for the costumer by means of an attractive and 
complete offer of functionality.  

Faultless Operability and Capability: A speech application is good, if a secure and 
faultless functioning with high performance is assured – on peak loads as well. 

Administrability and Efficient Operations: A speech application is good, if technical 
efforts after launching the IVR can be kept at a minimum. 

Expandability and Scalability: A speech application is good, if the system architec-
ture easily allows future enhancements and changes. 

Profitability: A speech application is good, if the service is economical profitable. 

Reliable Recognition of User Utterances: A speech application is good, if speech 
recognition reliably recognizes an appropriate amount of prospective user utterances. 

Effective Management of Errors: A speech application is good, if recognition errors 
and errors of usage do not cause major damage. 

Effective and Flexible Dialogue Flow: A speech application is good, if the navigation 
structure supports users to reach their aim fast and secure. 

Comprehensible and Goal-Orientated System Output: A speech application is good, if 
the acoustic system output supports the user within orientation and in formulating 
goal-orientated utterances.  

Impression and emotional addressing: A speech application is good, if a positive and 
appropriate attitude of the user towards the speech application, its use and its operator 
can be reached. 
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3.2   Measurements  

Within the presented reference model, 32 measurements have been worked out. With 
their aid, data can be collected in order to identify whether a quality criteria is ful-
filled or not. The measurements are performed by means of the defined methods.  

Measurements are defined based on the following characteristics: name, synonyms, 
brief description, reference to quality criteria, reference to application components, 
actual use in practice, usable methods for collecting data for this measurement, ap-
praisal of profitability. 

As an example, the measurement routing rate is displayed in the following: 

Name: routing rate 

Synonyms: correct routing rate 

Brief Description: percentage of calls which can be successfully transferred (accord-
ing to the wishes of the costumer) in proportion to the total amount of callers 

Reference to Quality Criteria: faultless operability and capability, profitability, reli-
able recognition of user utterances, effective management of errors, impression and 
emotional addressing 

Reference to Application Components: model, view, control and access – an optimal 
co-operation between all components is necessary (referring to the architectural pat-
tern model-view-controller, enhanced with the component access) 

Actual Use in Practice: frequently – comment: measurement is only relevant for ap-
plications where routing has high importance 

Usable Methods for Collecting Data for this Measurement: logfile analysis and reporting 

Appraisal of Profitability: very high 

3.3   Methods 

23 different methods are defined within this reference model for quality assurance of 
speech applications. They are attached to specific process steps, but do not necessarily 
have to be attached only to one process step. By means of the methods, data can be 
collected for different measurements. Subsequently, with the aid of the measurements, 
quality criteria can be evaluated. Within the reference model, differentiation has been 
done between methods which should be necessarily done and methods which should 
be applied to achieve an excellent process. This classification differs between the 
eight application types, listed later on. 

Methods are defined based on the following characteristics: name, synonyms, brief 
description, which measurements can be covered or optimized, reference to quality 
criteria, reference to application components, relevance to thematic areas, reference to 
process steps, maturity of method, actual use in practice, potential for use in practice, 
requirements for this method, appraisal of profitability 

As an example, the method in-service test is displayed subsequently: 

Name: in-service test 

Synonyms: watchdog test, keep-alive test, availability test 
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Brief Description: The in-service test is a permanent test regarding the availability 
and functionality of a speech portal in operation. The system generates external con-
trolling calls cyclically over a long timeframe. Time intervals, type of calls and test 
scripts are freely selectable.  

Which Measurements can be Covered or Optimised: service availability, service ac-
cessibility, answering time for costumer, correctness of system output 

Reference to Quality Criteria: faultless operability and capability, profitability 

Reference to Application Components: access – comment: affected are the telephone 
functionalities (referring to the architectural pattern model-view-controller, enhanced 
with the component access) 

Relevance to Thematic Areas: dialogue-platforms and integration 

Reference to Process Steps: in operation 

Maturity of Method: high 

Actual Use in Practice: occasional/ seldom 

Potential for Use in Practice: high 

Requirements for this Method: test equipment, test services 

Appraisal of Profitability: good – minor costs compared to high benefit 

3.4   Product Quality 

The final aim of the reference model is to reach a high quality of the final product of 
the IVR. This can be achieved with the help of high process quality and checked with 
the ten defined quality criteria. 

3.5   Process Quality 

The described reference model differentiates between process quality and product 
quality. While product quality focuses on evaluation and optimisation of the final 
result (the IVR) the process quality focuses on the process while developing the prod-
uct. The notion that improving the process quality will lead subsequently to an im-
provement of the product quality is the reason why process quality has an important 
part in the reference model. The process steps which are differentiated within the 
development of a speech application are defined as project preparation and analysis, 
concept and design, implementation, integration and bringing into service and opera-
tion. These process steps are not strictly separated and should be seen as an iterative 
process. Additional evaluation should be done through the whole process and not 
included at a specific time-frame of the development. 

Within the reference model, methods are defined which should be carried out at 
specific process steps to ensure a high quality of the process. Furthermore, the model 
discriminates between an ensurance of a minimum of process quality and the 
achievement of an excellent process. Therefore, it defines methods which should be 
necessarily done for the first and lists additional methods for the latter. 

For instance, it is necessarily recommended to do functional tests during the im-
plementation phase of self service portals. To achieve an excellent process, it is rec-
ommended in addition to already do a friendly user test during this phase. 
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3.6   Application Types 

Measurements, methods and quality criteria are differently useful and meaningful for 
different application types. E.g. the quality criterion impression and emotional ad-
dressing is very important for marketing applications, but not that much for authenti-
cation services. Therefore the reference model does not allocate data to specific 
measurements for all of the speech applications, but differentiates between unequal 
application types. With the help of this discrimination, it is possible to compare re-
sults between applications within the same application type and identify potentials 
and weaknesses of them. 

Within the reference model, the following eight application types are defined, with 
different benchmarks for quality criteria, measurements, methods and process steps: 

Call Routing: Incoming calls are sorted thematically, and are transferred to the correct 
person in charge within the call center. 

Information Service: Costumer can receive information inexpensive, swiftly and up-
to-date via speech-based information service. 

Reminding and Alerting Service: Alerting services trigger automatic calls in the event 
of an emergency (e.g. catastrophes like earthquakes, hurricanes). Reminding services 
are calling in case of pre-defined important appointments (e.g. delivery dates or tak-
ing medication). 

Authentication Service: Speech application verifies whether caller is in fact the person 
he is declaring to be based on the unique characteristics of the human voice.  

Automated Telephone Switchboard: In case of absence of the callee, the automated 
telephone switchboard can e.g. transfer the call to a colleague or start an answering 
machine.  

Track & Trace-System: With the aid of track & trace-systems, companies can perma-
nently provide information of the actual state of their services. 

Marketing Application: Companies can use IVR for marketing purposes, like lottery, 
advertisement or usage of voices of prominent people. 

Self Service Portal: Costumers can execute different transactions and employ infor-
mation services using self service portals by themselves.  

4   Concluding Remarks 

In Germany, the need for improving the quality of speech applications has been real-
ized, due to the reason that German-speaking voice industry has an issue with the user 
acceptance in IVR. The potential of speech interaction is not adequately exploited yet 
and several German speech companies are working together to find consolidated 
solutions. Quality criteria, methods and measurement have already been defined with 
special regards of eight application types. But there are still open questions, e.g. how 
to compare applications within the same type, but with different degree of complex-
ity. Furthermore, the ongoing work should conclude in an acknowledged standard to 
sensitize customers to quality differences in of speech applications.  
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